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The main goal of this article is to show that, for suitable choices of primi

tives, projective geometry is the model completion of affine geometry. Thus the

geometers' predilection for a projective setting is analogous to the preference for

working over the algebraic or real closure of an initially given field. Of course,

we have to specify and qualify to make our thesis precise, but the choices which

work are natural ones in a model theoretic investigation of projective closure.

We start from sufficient conditions for an inverse pair of interpretations to

transfer model completeness from one theory to another, (1.23 ), and check whether

traditional constructions among geometries and fields satisfy these (23.1). For

example, a projective plane with collinearity relation is model complete iff the

underlying (skew) field is model complete. Then we study the relations of projec

tive closure and hyperplane removal to affine embeddings, with conclusions about

existential undefinability of affine parallelism (3.2) and model companions (3.49);

using a finer, algebraic, characterization of affine embeddings (3.10), we treat

amalgamation and model completions (3.912). Model companions of affine spaces over

ordered fields would have to be projective betweenness spaces, which we study in §4,

reducing to questions about ordered fields with additional primitives. A discussion

of our choice of primitives in §5 leads into rather puzzling philosophical questions

about the semantics of algebraic geometry.

For basic definitions and properties of model completeness, model companions

and completions, we refer to Macintyre's Handbook article [MJ. We develop the theory

for spaces of arbitrary fixed finite dimension over infinite skew (i.e., not

necessarily commutative) fields, giving a parallel treatment of the ordered and non

ordered cases. Commutativity isn't missed, but there are some differences between

dimension 2 and higher dimensions. For example, collinearity embeddings between n

dimensional spaces need not have ndimensional image for n>2. To recover this

desirable feature one must instead take cohyperplanarity as a primitive (§3.13).

This is at variance with usage in the literature on logical foundations of geometry

([TJ, [SchJ), which has been primarily concerned with questions ofaxiomatizability

and decidability; problems concerning morphisms are more sensitive to choices of

primitive notions.

*Research supported by a NATO Postdoctoral Fellowship in Science.
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1. MUTUAL INTERPRETABILITY AND TRANSFER OF MODEL COMPLETENESS.

The mutual interpretabilities between the classical geometries and field

theories have not been used to transfer model completeness; indeed, Di I ler [D]

pointed out the failure of model completeness for affine betweenness planes over

real-closed fields, and Szczerba [Sz}] denies that transfer of model completeness

arises from mutual interpretabi I i ty, giving a counterexample constructed by

P. Tuschik. Nonetheless, most classical geometries are model complete over model

complete field theories; and for suitable choices of primitive notions We give

sufficient conditions on a mutual interpretabi I ity to guarantee transfer of model

completeness; these may be seen to account for model completeness when it occurs

among classical geometries.

1.1. To establ ish notation and a semantic point of view, we recall the notion of

interpretation, following e.g. [Sz S}, [Sz4]. Given a satisfying a

theory T12 to be described, we construct a 02-structure I (i) The domain is

given, for some fixed n, by 0l-formula \jJd(x
l,
.. xn), and 3x\jJd(x) is in T12; or

rather, by the quotient of the preceding by 0l-formula \jJ)x,y), with "\jJ defines

an equivalence relation" in T
12;

or there could be more than one domain of this

kind (with 3x\jJd(x) in T12 for at least one); (ii) Each k-ary symbol R in °2 is

given an interpretat i on on the domai n (s ) by 0l-formu Ia \jJR (xl"" ,x k); and "\jJ

defines a congruence relation w.r.t. \jJR" is in T12; (i i i ) all 0l-formulas in the

above may have extra free variables y; then the construction, indicated as

is determined by M together with a choice of parameters is from for y;

the admissible parameter choices are given by 0l-formula \jJ (y), with 3y\jJ (y) in
p p

T12; the preceding requirements on must be relativised to \jJp in this case, e.g.

we want Vy[\jJp(y) + 3x\jJd(x,y)] in T12.
Thus the various formulas \jJ together determine a model theoretic operation

112: Modal (T12) -s- Str(02)'

as well as the fami I iar syntactic translation operation

*112: Form(02) + Form(ol);

for any ME MOdal (T12), \jJE Form(02) and parameters p these satisfy

F \jJ= F

We need a few elementary observations. If 112: Modo (Tl) .+ Str(02) and

'2}: Mod
o2

(T2}) + Str(o}) are interpretations, so is thelcomposite interpretation
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If j: is an elementary embedding and 1
1Z

an interpretation, as above, then

for any fixed p from we have an induced elementary embedding

and this action respects composition j1 ojz and identity map. For is ob

tained from by 0ldefinable constructions, so given that j is 0lelementary,

these constructions act in the same way on (sequences of) elements of as on

their jimages, (sequences of) elements of within If

is a 0ltheory, 1
12

is a L\interpretation in T
1
iff the domain and para

meter formulas of 1
1Z

are equivalent to existential formulas in T
1,

and all other

formulas of 1
1Z

are equivalent in T
1

both to an existential and to a universal

formula. By the same reasoning as just above, we have that if 1
12

is a L\ inter

pretation in T1, then any 0lembedding j: of models of T
1

induces a 0Z

embedding 11ZU,p): The composition of L\ interpretations

is a L\ interpretation. As a general notion, if i : and j: N+N' are 0

embeddings, i and j are elementari ly equivalent embeddings iff M' and N' are elemen

tari ly equivalent in the language ° augmented by a unary predicate designating the

image of i resp. j. Now we have

1.Z. Theorem. Let 1
1Z:

MOd
o 1

(T
12)

+ Str(oZ)' 1
2 1

: MOd
o Z(T Z1)

+ Str(ol) be inter

pretations, T1 a °1 resp. 0ztheory, such that 11Z =
Mod (T

Z)
and T

Z
is model complete. Then T

1
is model complete if

(i) 1
1Z

is a L\ interpretation in T
1,

and

(ii) for any embedding j: of models of T
1
which under the compo

site interpretation 1
1Z

01
2 1

: Str(ol) > Str(ol) induces an embedding

of the images for some choice of parameters from some such em

bedding is elementari ly equivalent to j.

Proof: We must show that any embedding j: of models of T
1

is elementary.

As 11Z is L\ in T1, it induces a 0Zembedding j': As these

structures satisfy the model complete T
Z'

j' is in fact elementary. But then j'

induces an elementary embedding under I
Z1

(with possibly further parameters from

which may be traced back By (i i), this elementary embedding is

elementari ly equivalent to j, which therefore must also be elementarily. 0

1.3. Note that condition (i) is necessary, (ii) possibly not. In our applications,
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(i i) wi I I always arise from a much stronger condition, if it holds at al I. Con

sider

For any F T1, any parameters p for 112 there exist parameters q

for 121 from tracing back to p' on M via 112, such that

(*)
and such an isomorphism is expl icitly definable on Mwith parameters

p"::p,p by a formula lJ!",,(x,x,V") independent of

This makes sense, as by the definition of interpretation, any isomorphism as in

(*) is indeed a relation on by Beth's theorem (*) therefore follows from the

existence on Mod(T1) of at most one such isomorphism of Mwith prescribed behavior

on some sufficiently long finite sequence of parameters p". But in appl ications,

we can easily write down lJ!"" directly. When (*) holds, we say that (112,1 21) is a

definably inverse pai r of interpretations (on T,).

However, (*) does not entail condition (J i }, even given the other hypotheses

of theorem 1.2. (2.6.2.). Rather, we must requi re that lJ!"" be existential, and give

an existential 0lformula lJ!pll(Y") such that

Then the isomorphism defined by lJ!"" corrmu t e s with the embedding j: of models

of T1, which entails (ii); we say that (1 12,1 21) is an 3definably inverse pair of

interpretations on T,.

These strong definabi I ity conditions give a syntactically explicit transfer

of model completeness: Assuming the conditions of theorem 1.2, we have, for any

02formula (I)

by model completeness; as 1
12

maps Mod(T
1)

into Mod (T2), this gives

Because (112,1 21) are definably inverse (with parameter formula satisfying **),

(I)(x1·· .x t) is equivalent in T, to both of

1\ 1\
i

3V" 3)(1·· .x t [lJ!p"(V") 1\ W",,(x i ,xi ,V") 1\ ({fI))].

As 112 is (I, in T1 and Wpll,lJ!"" are existential, substitution of resp. 172(X3)
in these expressions give a universal resp. existential equivalent of (I) in T1.

1.4. We indicate a general isation. Let a 'v' embedding be an embedding preserving
n



Vn-formulas, a 6
n-interpretation

in T be one in which domain and parameter

formulas are 3
n

and all others have both 3
n

and V
n
equivalents in T; and let T

have prefix dimension <n iff every Vn-formula is equivalent to an 3
n
- f o rmu l a in

T iff every Vn-embedding of models of T is elementary. The proof of theorem 2.1

shows: If T
2

has prefix dimension <m, (ii) holds at least for Vm-embeddings j

under 1
1201 2 1

, and 1
12

is a 6
n
- i n t e r p r e t a t i o n , then T

1
has prefix dimension

<m+n-l. Again, the transfer of prefix bound is expl icit if this version of (i i)

is replaced by (*,**) for 3 1-formulae r r 'n-rn- - p

2. SOME CLASSICAL GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTIONS.

We review a number of constructions relating rings and classical geometries

as indicated in the diagram, to settle terminology and notation, but mainly to

obtain the information about syntactic form of the constructions needed for

later appl ications. For a parallel discussion (of Eucl idean geometry), giving full

detai I, see [Sch]§3.25-67. (The reader might prefer to go directly to §3, refer-

ring back to the items here as needed.)

tt..
2.6

Here k is a (not necessarily commutative) field, JAn(k) affine space, Ipn(k) pro-

jective space over k. We give parallel treatments for (a) k in language of rings

with l, called I inear case; (b) k in language of ordered rings wi th 1, called

ordered case, i.e. here we deal with additional geometrical primitives to corre-

spond to the order on the field.

2.1. Affine n-space #\n(k), k (skew) field, in the language {0,1,+,.} of rings,

n;;;' 2.

2.1.1. Linear case: domain k
n.

By quantifier free solvability criteria (Bourbaki,

[Bo],§6.10), we have the relations, for x
O,00.,xn

+
1
E k

n
, and any m<n; CmxO,Ooxm+1

iff Xo, ...xm+1 lie in an m-dimensional linear left subspace.

Of course, C
O)(0)(1

iff )(0;)(1; C
n
holds universally, and C

1
is the familiar re-

lation of collinearity.C
1,
.... C

n_ 1
are interdefinable; in particular it will suf-

301
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fice to take C
n- 1

as primitive, for we have, for and distinct x
o,

••• xrn+1

Cmx O···xm+1 iff VXm+2Cm+1xO... xm+1xm+2

iff "n .xmyz 1\ Cm+1 "c: .xm+1y 1\ Cm+1"o .xm+1z]

Conversely, there is a positive existential defini tion of C
i+ 1

from C
i
for

O<i<n-l: let 1T range over permutations of (O, ... ,i+2};

Ci+1xO· .. xi+2 iff 3y31T[C ix1T(O)' .. x1T(i)y 1\ C1
yx

1T(i+1)x1T(i+2));

but for m>l, C
m

is not definable by a universal formula in C
1"",Cm_1

(3.13).

Because of this call inearity would not be suited to our purposes as a unique

primitive for n>2; unless explicitly noted otherwise, the primitive of JAn(k)

is C
n- 1.

This gives a 6 interpretation in any case.

2.1.2. Occasionally, parallelism is used as a primitive in IAn(k), cf. [Sz4] for

n = 2:

xy II uv iff (x.-y.) (u .-v.)
I I J J

(x.-y.) (u.-v.) for each 1 <i <J <no
J J I I

From this, C
1

is definable

C
1xyz

iff xyllxz,

but for n;;;'m;;;'2, C
m

is not definable from II by a universal formula.

We will often use II as a defined expression, for n=2 deleting C
2,

(coplanar non-intersection); but

formula (3.2).

is not definable from C
n- 1

by an existential

2.1.3. Ordered case: k in language of ordered r i nqs {O,l,+,.,<L As primitive,

add the ternary betweenness relation,

iff C
1
xyz 1\ Vj<n O<x.-y.<x.-z. or O;;;'x.-y.;;;'x.-z ..

JJ JJ JJ JJ

So this remains a 6 interpretation. For n = 2, B may replace C
1
as a primitive.

(In the Polish tradition, B is taken as the unique primitive for al I n. Cf. [ST],

[K]. For us, this is as inadequate as using only C
1

in 2.1.1.)

2.1.4. The theory Th({A
n
(k) : k skew field}) turns out to be the theory of

Desarguean affine n-spaces; axioms could be worked out from the axioms of

Blumenthal [Bll&], Chs. IV, V. (Given for n = 2, these are: there is a unique line

through any two given points, a unique para] lei to a given line through a given

point, and a four-point: a quadruple of points no 3 of which are collinear; and

two universal axioms which are affine versions of the projective Desargues, cf.

[G]§3.1. Adequacy of the axioms is shown by carrying out coordinate ring construc-

tion (2.2.1), co-ordinatisation (2.2.4) and verifying that a skew field and an



isomorphism arise.) Additional axioms on B in the ordered case: see [HD], pp. 20,

40, 149-150.

2.2. Affine Coordinate ring.

2.2.1. 1inear case. parameters 0 ,e, ,e2.

\)Jp(X,y,z) iff \)Jd(x) iff ClxOe" \)J)x,y) iff x=y;

\)JO(x) iff x=O, \)Jl(x) iff x=e1;

\)J+(x,y,z) iff 3u xull Oe2 1\ e2ull Oel 1\ pe211 uz;

\)J (x,y,z) iff 3u xu II e 1e2 1\ C
10e2u

1\ e 2y II uz.
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As the point u in the last two formulas is uniquely determined in Desarguean

affine n-spaces by the conditions given, these formulas have universal equivalents.

Thus we have a 6 interpretation (in Desarguean affine n-spaces), assuming II as a

primitive. Assuming Cn- 1 as primitive, this gives a 62 interpretation. For these

spaces, with n:>2 throughout, the construction gives a skew field, see [Bl].

(It is shown there that a minor general isation of the construction already gives

a {+,.}-algebra without the Desargues axioms; but then most skew field identities

may fail.)

2.2.2. ordered case. As above, but we also recover the field order from B, by

defining the positive elements

7,jJp (x ) iff BOxe, v BOelx.

So sti 11 a 6 resp. 62 interpretation; appl ied to an ordered Desarguean affine

geometry it gives an ordered skew field.

2.2.3. coordinate isomorphism.

Starting from an ordered or unordered skew field, form affine n-space, and then

construct the affine coordinate ring, with parameters 0 = 0, e, = (1,0 ... 0),

"z= (0,' ,0 ... 0). The resulting ring isomorphism, x H- (x,O ... 0) is evidently uni-

formly 3-definable on the original skew field, i.e. we have a 3-definably inverse

pair of interpretations. Note: the interpretations themselves are not both 6!

2.2.4. coordinatisation isomorphism.

Starting from an ordered or unordered Desarguean affine execute the

coordinate ring construction and then the affine n-space construction. We uni-

formly define an isomorphism be tween and the result, with parameters 0,e 1, ... ,en
(0,e l,e2 coinciding with those of the coordinate ring construction) such that

.. en; lJ.!",,(x':<l· .. xn'YO'·"'Yn) iff Vi "Xi is obtained from x by success-
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ive projections parallel to YOY1"" 'YOYn' but not YOY i -ultimately giving a

point on YOY i- followed by a projection to YOY 1 parallel to y jy1."
As the intermediate points in the construction are uniquely determined by quan-

tifier free conditions (in II,C
n_1,C1),

we have an 3-definition in terms of

{C
n- 1

, 1I } ; in terms of C
n_1

alone, this becomes 32, So this is a 3 resp. 32-
definably inverse pair of interpretations.

2.3. Projective n-space Ipn(k) over (ordered; skew) field k, n;;;'1.

2.3.1. linear case. Compose the interpretation k An+1{k) with the following

construction (k) Ipn{k): Domain An+1, subject to restriction iff

xoFD and reduction modulo (left) I inear equivalence.

As relational primitive: Cn- 1

for which defines a congruence. This gives a 6 interpretation. The comments

under 2.1.1. concerning the relations CO"" ,Cn continue to hold in Ipn(k).

2.3.2. ordered case. We add the quaternary relation of coll inear separation 5:

Sxyuv iff x,y,u,v are col linear, and the pairs (x,y), (u,v) of points separate

each other on the I ine. A I ine of pn is a plane through D in its points

are 1ines through zero in that plane, for the intersection points of these lines

with any I ine in the plane not through zero or paral leI to the four given ones,

"Bxuy A Buyx or any cycl ic permutation" gives S.

This is a 6 definition, as there are always such intersection points, any such

set will work, and al I give the same result.

2.3.3. The theory Th({ Ipn(k): k skewfield}) turns out to be the theory of

Oesarguean projective n-spaces cf. [G]§6.1-2. for axioms in the I inear case, and

[HD], p , 15a for the 0 rde r ax iom s .

2.3.4. These constructions work for any Desarguean affine (n+l)-space

R 1 -0 b P E ( d' d I h' f t thep ace y a parameter as we I n t ot erwlse re er 0 e co-

ordinates).

2.4. Projective coordinate ring

2.4.1. linear case.



Parameters O,e
"e

2, u

"u
2: Wp(-) iff "C,Oe,e2 1\ Vi[C ,Oe iu i 1\ O=Fui=Fe i];

Wd(x} iff C,Oe ,x 1\ X=FU ,. From here on, the construction coincides with the affine

coordinate ring construction, replacing everywhere

'ab II cd' by "ab and cd have a common intersection with "i''z":
Thus the interpretation becomes 6 in C

n_1:
any such intersection is uniquely

determined by a,b,c,d,u , ,u 2'
and may hence be introduced interchangeably by uni-

versal or existential quantification. For very clear analysis, see Garner [GJ,

§3.3-3.4. The construction gives a skew field iff applied to a Desarguean projec-

tive space; the the skew field is unique up to isomorphism; indeed, for fixed

D,e

"u
, the skew field is uniquely determined regardless of the choice of e2,u 2

(satisfying ¢p)'

2.4.2. ordered case. As above, but recover the skew field order by defining the

positive elements by

so again a 6 interpretation in Desarguean projective space.
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2.4.3. coordinate ring isomorphism.

Entirely as in the affine case (2.2.3) we obtain an 3-definable ring isomorphism

by a suitable choice of parameters in composing projective n-space construction

with projective coordinate ring construction, so this pair is 3-definably inverse.

2.4.4. coordinatisation isomorphism.

The construction is described in [G}, p.93 (for n = 2). The isomorphism itself is

a 6-interpretation; it makes (pro}. coord. ring, Ipn) into an 3-definably inverse

pa i r .

2.5. Projective closure and hyperplane removal.

2.5.1. projective closure of affine n-space An = /An(k).

Adjoining the hyperplane Ipn-1(k} of directions in An(k} (2.3.1) to An, with as

new hyperplanes (i) the Wn- 1 adjoined and (i i) the hyperplanes of An with the

directions of al I lines there in adjoined, we obtain a structure which i5 canoni-

cally isomorphic to Wn(k) as constructed in (2.3.1) from /An+l (k).

2.5.2. Given Ipn = Ipn(k}, we may take the Cn_l-substructure obtained by removing

any hyperplane from Wn. The result is isomorphic to

2.5.3. These operations are definably inverse interpretations; the definitions
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are easi ly worked out from those of the constructions. If we adjoin a hyperplane

to and then remove a different one, must describe on an automorphism

of F
n

taking one hyperplane to the other.

2.5.4. The ordered case gives no further difficulties, see [HD], p. 150.

2.6. General affine coordinate ring and coordinatisation.

2.6.1. 1inear case.

Given a Desarguean affine n-space we could execute the projective

coordinate ring construction in the projective closure Fn(k). If none of the

parameters 0,e
1e2u1u2

1ie in the infinite hyperplane, the construction restricts

to a interpretation on This was developed (for the ordered case) by

Szczerba [Szl], [ST]. We do not recover k, for one point is missing in

(the infinite point on Oe1). But k can be recovered by then applying the additive

analog of the quotient ring construction ("algebra of differences"), a inter-

pretation without parameters.

Szczerba gives a construction Wof coordinates in An, again the restriction

of projective coordinatisation, which is an isomorphic embedding of in Ipn(k),

that is, with properties analogous to in (1.3. *,**), except that the embedding

is onto the complement of a hyperplane in Ipn(k); the construction uses a system

of parameters 0,e 1, ... ,en, u1' ... ,un as for projective co-ordinatisation. See [ST],

p.166-167 (only n=2 is explicitly given). The arguments require that lines con-

tain sufficiently many points; perhaps >5 would do, we wi 11 simply requi re 1 ines

to be infinite.

2.6.2. Using additional parameters which characterise the missing hyperplane, and

applying the appropriate projective transformation n (definable over k from these

parameters) to the coordinates produced by W, we obtain the commuting diagram

2.6.1.• k

which satisfies (1.3. *), and n.W is an isomorphism defined by a 6 condition.

Nonetheless, (1.3. **) may not be satisfied in this way: Given an affine embedding

IAn(k) -+ An(K), the parameters needed for n in now (/An(K)) need not belong to

IAn(k) at all; this precludes the existence of an 3-formula Wpll with the proper-

ties in (1.3. **). This occurs, for example, for the embedding of (3.3), regard-

less of whether k,K are model complete.



2.6.3. ordered case.

Using B as in (2.2.2), the general affine coordinate ring construction,

gives the underlying ordered (skew) field k. But now Szczerba and Tarski real ise

a great gain: The field is already obtained from its positive elements, which are

the points between a and u
l;

and all arithmetic structure on these is determined

by line constructions (the ordinary projective ones w.r.t. O,e
1e2,u lu 2)

which

remain entirely within the triangle Ou
1u 2

, So this {o coordinate ring construc

tion reconstructs k from any convex subset of An. (That is, containing any points

of between contained points.) See [ST], §2, or [Szl]; and also [Sp].

Szczerba defines a theory WGA , weak general (ndimensional desarguean)
n

ordered affine geometry, in which the coordinate ring construction is defined,

and in which (the restriction of) projective coordinatisation determines an em

bedding of any model of WGAn with coordinate ring k onto a nonempty convex open

ndimensional subset of pn(k), preserving C 1 and pairwise col linear separationn
5 (which may be defined from B). We define the general projective closure of a

model of WGAn to be this embedding; it agrees with the ordinary projective clo

sure on IAn(k). It may be observed that the general projective closure is a {o

interpretat i on.

Both [ST] and [Sz1] include in WGA the extension axiom
n

'Vxy3z [z*y /I Bxvz ] ,

But all steps with existential import in general affine coordinate ring and

coordinatisation constructions require the determination of intersections

(C1 ,Cn 1) within the closed convex hul I of the coordinatisation parameters and

point being coordinatised; these constructions remain {o in WGAn without the

extension axiom. What fai Is, of course, are the openness statements in the rep

resentation theorems, but we wi 11 have no real use for these. For the reader's

convenience, we. stick to WGA
n;

but it wi 11 be understood how the results are to

be modified to accommodate the weaker theory,

3- MODEL THEORETIC CONSEQUENCES.

3.1. From this syntactic information about interpretations and inverse pai r s of

interpretations we have some immediate consequences. Let us set, for any theory

T of skew fields, Ipn(T) = Th({lpn(k}: k 1= T}), IAn(T} similarly, where the primi

tives are Cn 1, together with the relevant order primitive in the ordered case.

Let 11:;;2.
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Proposi tion (i)

(: i)

Ipn(T} is model complete iff Tis; (2.4.3)

IAn(T} is model complete iff Tis, if the quaternary parallelism
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(ii i)

relation is added to the language;

If T is model complete, #\n(T) has prefix dimension 2. (2.2.4)

Here (iii) follows directly from (ii), as we must simply substitute a universal

formula for each occurrence of 'II' in the equivalent universal and existential

formulas of (i i).

3.2. We show that in any infinite affine ri-s pace , the relation II has no nonempty

existentially definable subset; so (2.2) and 3.1 (ij) - (i i i) are best possible.

Existential undefinabi I ity of was already shown by Diller [0] in the ordered

commutative case, cf. 0.3).

Suppose in abllcd and these satisfy 3x¢(;;,;;),¢ quantifierfree and

An 1= Vy[3x¢(x,y) -> Y1 Y2 11 Y3Y4]' Then in the projective closure r" of we have

an intersection e of ab with cd, and x such that ¢(x,abcd). By infiniteness of An,

we may choose a hyperplane H in pn not containing any of a,b,c,d,e,x; in the
n -ordered case we also require H to 1ie outside the convex hull in of a,b,c,d,x.

Removing H from we obtain in which ab intersects cd in e, but sti 11

¢(x,abcd), because a,b,c,d,x satisfy the same C
n- 1

and B relations as in An.

D

3.3. Any {Cn_1,B}-structure is also a {C
n_1,S}-structure,

by the definition:

Sxyuv iff x,y,u,v are pairwise distinct, collinear, and

Bxuy ++ (Bxyz v Bzxy).

An embedding between an ordered affine and projective space (of the same fixed

dimension n) wi I I be understood to be a {Cn- 1,S} embedding between the affine

{Cn_1,S}-structure determined in this way and the projective structure. With these

understandings in the ordered case, we have

ordered or skew) field. For any

Ipn(k) ->- IAn(K), for some K elemen-

j:#\n(k)->ll\n(K) isa{C 1,B}-
n-

have parallel images under j.

Corollary. let n;;;'2 and k an infinite (possibly

embedding D\n(k) ->- Ipn(k) there is an embedding

tari ly extending k, such that the composition map

embedding (in the ordered case); no two para] leIs

Proof: The hyperplane removal argument of (3.2) shows

together with the B-diagram on the image of D\n(k) is

which by (2.4.4) is /An (Th(k)).

that the diagram of pn(k),

consistent with Th (llIn(k)),

D

The argument in fact justifies taking K an ultrapower of k.

But no ring embedding k -> K induces j via the 6 interpretation llIn(2.1. 1-3); for

then parallel ism would be preserved. Further examination of the argument of (3.2)

would show how to preserve parallel ism in n-i directions and destroy it in the i
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remaining (independent) ones. But a logic-free algebraic approach (3.10) gives

this, together with tighter control of k K. Direct algebraic constructions have

been given by Szczerba (c f . [ Sch ] §6, 59-61) and (for the commutative, ordered,

plane case) by Di 1ler [D].

3.4. model companions, 1inear case.

A theory T is model consistent with a theory T* if every model of T may be

embedded in a model of T*. T* is the model companion of T if T* is model complete

and mutually model consistent with T.

Theorem. Let n;;;'Z, and T,T* theories of infinite skew fields. Then

(a) Ipn(T) is the model companion of IAn(T) iff T is model complete.

(b) Ipn(T*) is the model companion of /An(T) (and Ipn(T)) iff T* is the model

companion of T.

Proof: equivalence of model completeness is (3.1. i), so we need only the equival-

ences between model consistency statements. These are easily worked out using the

constructions of §2 ; that an embedding /An(k) Ipn(K) induces an embedding

k K uses general affine coordinatisation (Z.6), or (3.8).

3.5. In the ordered case, the claims of theorem 0.4) may only be made by stret-

ching the accepted definition of model consistency: the projective and affine

order primitives are different, so we do not really have embeddings. Nor can we

force the issue by extending the definition of betweenness to projective closures

of affine spaces (putting the point at infinity at an extreme point of each line);

for while this can be done consistently with the universal theory of {Cn- 1,B}

affine n-space -this is what imp] icitly happens in the embedding of (3.3)- the

resulting structures simply are not model complete.

Sti 11, 0.3) gives more than just mutual model consistency of Ipn and IAn as

{Cn_l,S}-structures: it allows the basic alternating chain arguments derived from

mutual model consistency (see [M], §3.3) to be made between projective and affine

structures, with the extension chain on the affine side consisting of {Cn_1,B}-
embeddings, and B,S consistently related as in (3.3). One alternative in this

situation is to name this type of mutual model consistency, intermediate between

mutual model consistency in {C
n_1,S}

and in {C
n_1,B},

weak mutual model consis-

tency; and correspondingly to speak of weak model companions and completions. By

the famil iar alternating chain argument, weak model companions and completions

(in language {C
n_1,S},

w.r.t. the definition of S in 0.3)) are unique. We do this

for the rest of this section. In particular, the argument of 0.4) gives

Theorem. Let n ;;;'2, and T,T* theories of ordered (skew) fields. Then

309
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(a) Ipn (T) is the weak model companion of IAn (T) iff T is model complete.

(b) Ipn (T*) is the weak model companion of IAn(T) iff T* is the modeI com-

panion of T.

On the other hand, we see that if there is a modeI compan ion of /An in the

o

{Cn_1,B} language, it too is weakly mutually model consistent with the model com-

plete Ipn 's , and by the alternating chain companion structures would have to be

model complete projective spaces. As model companion of An,s, they would have to

satisfy the extension axiom Vxy3z * Y Bxyz. Such projective betweenness spaces

satisfying the extension axiom were discovered by Szczerba [SzZ] in another

context. We study them further in §4.

3.6. Weak general affine geometry. [Sz1]

For any theory T of ordered (skew) fields, let

F WGAn; A has coordinate ring k F T})

WGAn U I*(T)

where I is the weak general affine coordinate ring construction (z.6); taking

parameters into account, I*(T) abbreviates

{Vy[1jJ en -+ I*(¢)]: ¢ET}.
p

The arguments of (3.2-5) may be extended to this more general class of theories.

First, projective closure may be replaced by general projective closure (z.6):

any model F WAn(T), say with coordinate ring k, is embedded as a {C
n- 1

,S}-

structure in Ipn(k) F Ipn(T). Second, the supplement for the ordered case in 0.3)

may be recovered by a consideration about finitely generated convex subsets of Ipn.

(We avoid defining these, as we use only very simple properties, and anyhow only

need to consider images of finitely generated convex subsets of A: smal lest sets

containing the generators and containing any point between two contained points.)

Lemma. Any finitely generated convex subset of Ipn misses a hyperplane of Ipn.

Proof: induction on n, trivial for n= 1. For n>l, take any point x not in the

subset; (a hyperplane through one of the generating points must contain such x,

for if no hyperplane through generator g contains a point not in the set, the

generator may be deleted); projecting to F n- 1 through x we obtain a convex subset

of f n- 1 with the same generators. This misses a hyperplane of fn-l, with inverse

image a hyperplane of fn outside the set.

Theorem. Let n;;;>Z, and T,T* be theories of ordered (skew) fields.



shown by Carter and Vogt [CV].

(a) Ipn(T*) is the weak model companion of WAn (T*) iff T* is model complete.

(b) Ipn(T*) is the weak model companion of WAn(T) iff T* is the model com

panion of T.

3.7. Hyperbolic geometry ([ST], Example 6.3).

For ordered (skew) fields k, n;;'Z, let Hn(k) be the (result of) the (I, inter

pretation which gives the restriction of An(k) to the interior of the unit hyper

sphere; and for theories T of ordered (skew) fields, let Hn(T) be the associated

theory of restricted affine planes, defined as in (3.1). These are just the affine

reducts of Klein models of hyperbol ic geometry over ordered (skew) fields k, and

their theories. They satisfy the axioms of WGA . Thus Theorem (3.6) extends to
n

Hn(T),Hn(T*) once we show that Ipn(T) is model consistent with Hn(T) for any

theory T of ordered skew fields. But this is a trivial refinement of the ordered

case of (3.3): once we have removed the hyperplane from Ipn(k) avoiding the con

vex hull of the finitely many given points, we may find a hypersphere in An(k) in

cluding the given points; so the image of Ipn(k) in An(K) is within a hypersphere

of An(K).

In particular, real projective space is the weak model companion of real

affine hyperbol ic space. But this is a red herring, as the linear (Cn 1) structure

of pn is Euclidean. The proper conclusion is that whi Ie the affine structure fully

determines the structure of hyperbolic space in terms of firstorder definability
hyperbolic

or invariance under automorphisms, the congruenceAstructure is not robust under

affine morphisms, and should be studied with an additional primitive.

3.8. Let an affine space (for implicitly fixed dimension n) be (a) in the linear

case, IAn(k) for some (skew) field k, or (b) in the ordered case, a model of WGA ,
n

hence necessarily with coordinate ring an ordered (skew) field; in language Cn 1
res p , {Cn_l,S}.

Theorem. Let j:!::.. >!::..' be an embedding of affine spaces with all lines infinite.

Then j extends uniquely to an embedding J: A > A' of the (weak) projective clo

sures (up to an automorphism of A' over

We originally obtained a selfcontained synthetic proof of this result even

for j: IAn(k) >/An(k') it is not trivial, for if j does not preserve parallelism,

affine coordinatisation of An does not commute with j. The theorem has also been

for the I inear plane case.

The arguments for n:Z and n>Z

are genuinely different, at least in our proof, as n: Z uses converse Desargues

and n>Z a projection technique, both of which fail in the other case.
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For brevity, we use another approach here, unfortunately not self-contained:

The general projective closure (2.6) is a I:. interpretation. Therefore, j simply

induces the embedding of general projective closures (1.1) (Ordinary projective

closure is not 1:.; it implicitly determines the location of the hyperplane at in-

fi n i ty.)

3.9. A prime model of a theory is one which is embeddable in all other models of

the theory; a prime model of T over a structure M is a prime model of TU

Here all primitives on M should be among those of T; if M is ordered affine and T

is ordered projective, we make the convention that be taken in the

{Cn_1,S}-language following 0.3).

Corollary. Let n;;;'2; T,T* theories of infinite (possibly ordered or skew) fields.

(a) Ipn(k) is the prime model of the theory of Desarguean projective spaces

over any affine space with (general affine) coordinate ring k.

(b) If there is a prime model of T* over any model k of T, then (and only

then) is there a prime model of Ipn(T*) over any affine space with co-

ordinate ring a model of T.

Proof: general affine coordinatisation on the affine space agrees with projective

coordinatisation on the overlying Ipn(K) and induces the factorisation of any

given embedding into -+ Ipn(k) -+ Ipn(K) ,where in (b), k is the prime model of T over

the coordinate ring of Conversely in (b), k -+ K induces -+ Ipn(K), and

using the prime projective space Ipn(K') over IAn(k) in Ipn(T*} this factors and

induces K' -+ K, so K' is prime over k .
o

The model completion T* of T is a model companion such that T*U is

complete for any F T. In our ordered case, we speak of weak model completion,

continuing to take in language {Cn- 1 ,S}, Thus a (weak) model companion

of T with prime models over models of T is the (weak) model completion.

Corollary. n,T,T* as above.

(a) Ipn(T) is the model completion of (the weak model completion of

An(T) and WAn(T») iff T is model complete.

(b) Ipn(T*} is the model completion of (the weak completion of

and WAn(T») if T* is the model completion of T and T* has a prime model

over any model of T.

With more detailed analysis (partially avoidable in the 1inear case) we wi 11

el iminate the bothersome restriction- in (b). But all examples of model completions
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I

of commutative field theories appear to be covered by the present statement. In

particular, the theory of Ipn(C) is thE- model completion of the theory of Pappian

affine n-spaces (= /An (commutative fields)); in the ordered case, Ip
n(

IR) is the

weak model completion of Pappian ordered affine n-spaces, and of Pappian weak

general affine n-spaces, also without extension axiom. This last result is quite

strong; the topological primitive B allows a local result -the models of WAn ( IR)

are convex open n-dimensional neighborhoods of IAn( IR);- this suggests looking for
n

conditions under which projective closure commutes with glueing in real manifolds,

so as to consider model completion phenomena among such topological structures.

3.10. We now study embeddings An(k) -> IAn(K), Ipn(k) -> An(K) algebraically. Assume

first we have Ipn(K) coordinatised, with parameters 0= (1,0), e. = (1:0:1.:0),
I I

(O:O:l j : O) , i=1. .. n. Suppose we want to fix (O,e), but move u
j
tour', where

u. or (1 :O:a. :0), a. *0,1. This is accompl ished by the map n(B1,··· ,Bn ) :
I I I I

1

(TfO:···Tf
n
) '-" (TrO+ LTf i · (8 i - 1) :

8 j 1, if u';' = "i :

8. a. (a. -1) -1 = 1 + (a. -1) -1, if u ':' = (1: 0: a. : 5) .
I I I I I I

Here 1,8
1
, ... ,8

n
are the eigenvalues associated with eigenvectors 0,e

1
... e

n
of a

K-linear transformation of A
n+1

(K) which induces n, which is therefore evidently

an automorphism of Ipn(K). Conversely, for any 8
1
" .8

n
* 0 in K one solves for xi's

such that n(8
1
...8

n
) produces a transformation of the type described initially.

Also, n(B
1,
... ,8

n)-1
... and =

Now let j: A -> A* be an arbitrary embedding of affine n-spaces. Choosing

parameters 0, e in A and forming projective closures we obtain projective
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parameters O,e,u, u
i
the ideal point on Oe

i
in P (resp.

diagran

u. in p"').
l

We have a

n - -\'2:51 (2. Lf ) (k),O,e,u)

j1 j1(3. 1(2.4, 1.1) l( 2.4 . ,

(2.4.) (k,0,e
1
,+ ·)------,;>(lr (k),O,e,j(u))

In general, jeLl 1 u*('1.3). We may describe j as obtained from and an

embedding 3: k->K, k its (projective) coordinate ring, by removal of a suitable

hyperplane, spann:d by points u*, say with coordinates = (1:0:a i :o ) w.r.t.

O,e,j(u) if 1 j(u.). If we had an embedding of a projective n-space
l l

the same analysis would hold after picking a fUll parameter set O,e,u in

Theorem. Let n>2, =/An(K); k,K infinite (possibly ordered or skew)

fields; notation further as above.
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n

1. Relative to a choice (O,e) of affine parameters, the embeddings 12-+12* are

exactly the maps obtained from embeddings k-+ K by removal of the hyperplane

n(8, ...8 n)[ u] = u* from Ipn(K), for cx1"'«nEK such that (writing

k* = k\ 0)

( r ) linea r case: ( -1 * k1: p. a. )!lk, all P1""'P E ;
i =1 I 1 n

(i i) ordered case: the 8
i
all belong to the k-monad of 1 in K (i .e., no 8 i is

bounded away from 1 in K by an element of k ) ,

up to automorphisms induced by those of K over the given embedding.

2. An embedding extends to Ipn(k) -+12* iff also

(ii i) , ...a-1are left k-linearly independent.
1 n

spanned by u*
.'. n -1

,DEk-, P -E p.a. I 0
0 i=l 1 1

obtain a B-embedding iff

Proof: (i) given!:..+ IPn(k)+ IP
n(K), the hyperplane

misses!:.. iff n- 1 [!:..] misses H(u) iff for all Pl'"

(because = (ii) In the ordered case, 'Ie
1 1

no points of !:.. are separated by H(u) and iff each line of !:.. intersects

H(u*) at a k-infinite parameter value AEK (in the formula for A-l in 4.2, 'lith

o

polo) iff all a
i

are k-infinite iff all e
i
are in the monad of 1 in K. (iii)

For -+ A*, H(u)np should also have n- 1 - i ma ge missing H(u). n- 1 maps

(0: .. p .. ) to H(u) iff 2 = 0; given (i), this fails iff iff
i i=l 1 1 1 1

(iii) holds.

For example, we have Ipi (IR) + n;i (C). i = 1 ,Z, but Ip3(k) -+ IA3(K) requires an

extension of degree at least 3. For the unordered plane case, a complete analysis

of these embeddings including the exceptional cases for smal I finite planes is

given by Carter and Vogt lcv].

3.11. A theory T has amalgamation if any two extensions of a model of T to models

of T have a common extension to a model of T such that the embeddings commute.

Suppose we are given an inverse pair of interpretations (1.3) on T1,
both of which are f\, interpretations, in T

1
resp. TZ = Th(I,Z(Mod(T1))). Then T,

has amalgamation iff TZ has amalgamation; for we may convert the given extensions

in (say) T1 to extensions in T
Z;

amalgamate there, and the amalgamating extensions

induce Tl extensions, which by 3-definably inverseness serve to solve the original

amalgamation problem. This gives all but (',2 3) of

Theorem. For a theory T of (ordered; skew) fields, n?Z, the following are equival-

ent:

1. T has amalgamation
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2. pn(T) has amalgamation

3. An(T) has amalgamation.

Proof: (1) (3). Given embeddings of affine spaces, say

we may amalgamate the field extensions induced by taking the projective closures

(3.8) of the given affine embeddings, and a system of coordinatisation parameters

0,e1, ... e n from Al,n(k), u
1".,un

from Ipn(k), the points at infinity on Oe
1,
... ,Oen.

By (3.10), the given affine embeddings arise from the canonical ones over the field

extensions bytautomorphisms determined by 8 1 = ... resp. 8
2,

satisfying

O.lO.i) or 0.10.ii), w.r.t. k-7-k1 resp. k-7-k2. Making sure that the amalgamating

field K contains an element t

(t ) in neither k
1

nor k
2,

and

(i i) in the ordered case, in the k
1

and the k
2-monad

of 1 in K,

both of which may certainly be accompl ished by moving to an elementary extension

of the amalgamating field if necessary, and embedding IAn(k
1)

-> /An(K) resp.

/An(k2) -7- /An(K) by the canonical embedding fol lowed bytthe automorphism determined
1 -1 1 -1 r 2 -1 2 -1 .

by ((8 1) t, ... ,(8n) t }, resp. (01) t, ... ,(8
n)

t }, the amalgamation is accom-

p l is hed by O. 10. i, i i ) .
fsuppressiun of the hyperplane determined by

3.12. If T* is the model companion of T, then T* is the model completion of T iff

T has amalgamation, as one verifies easi ly from mutual model consistency; and weak

mutual model consistency (3.5) in our ordered case gives exactly what is needed

for the "weak" analog of this argument (with T in language {Cn_1,B} for amalga-

mation). Thus 0.9) may be completed:

Corollary. n,T,T* as in (3.9).

Ipn(T*) is the (weak) model completion of IAn(T) iff T* is the model

completion of T.

Wheeler [W] has shown that for- a universal theory of (ordered or unordered)

commutative fields with amalgamation, existential closure coincides with real resp.

algebraic closure; therefore these cases are already covered by (3.9). It would be

interesting to have an example of a model completion of some theory of non commuta-

tive skew fields; especially one where the model completion does not have prime

models over the models of the original theory. (The first type probably arises by

the /I, interpretations associated with finite dimensional algebras over commutative

fields; the second type could require a genuinely new example.) While these results

on model completions may apply in relatively few cases, certainly the discussion of
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removing a hyper

/Ai+1(k). In the

model companions (3.4) is widely appl icable; Macintyre, McKenna and van den Dries

[MMD] quote a result from McKenna's thesis, that there are very many model complete

theories of fields.

Van den Dries has asked whether, say in the result that projective planes over

algebraically closed commutative fields are the model completion of affine planes

over commutative fields, the latter theory could be weakened. The most attractive

candidate would of course be the universal part of that theory. But a model com

pletion of a universal theory has elimination of quantifiers ([M], p , 155), and

pn (alg. closed) does not, in this language. In the ordered case, one does a bit

better, getting most results for weak general affine geometry.

3.13. We show that in any infinite Desarguean affine or projective nspace, the re

lation Ci+1,i+1<n, has no nonempty subset universally definable inC
i,
.. C1,sothatwe

must indeed take Cn 1 as a primitive if model completeness is to be preserved. The

argument, for i = 1, was used in the affine case by Kordos [K] to show non V3

axiomatisability of the lower dimension axiom for  >.a.
First consider Ipn(k), and suppose C. 1 a

O
... a. 2' and these satisfy 3x<jJ(xy),

1+ 1+

<jJ quantifierfree, and Ipn 1= Vy[3x<jJ (xy) + C. 1 y], <jJ in C. , .• C
1,

or in the ordered
1+ l

case, Ci,··C1 and S. By infiniteness, we may choose a point prlPn which lies neither

(i) on a line through any two of a
O,
... a

i+2
, x

1
... ,x

t;
nor (r r) on an (nl) hyper

plane spanned by n of these points. Then projection through p gives a {C
n_2,S}

homomorphism Ipn(k) + Ipn1(k) which is injective on the given points aO'''''x
t.

Proceeding inductively, we repeat this unti I we obtain a {C
i
,S}homomorphism on

i +1 n  P (k), then embed as a subspace in P (k). For the images x,i, we have

a contradiction.

Next, for An(k), we embed in pn(k) and proceed as above,
i+1plane avoiding the given points in IP (k ) to get the image in

ordered case, we must make all our choices (p, and the hyperplane to be removed)

so as to avoid the image of the convex hull in Qln(k) of the given points; this is

conveniently done using the fact that some hyperplane in projective space always

avoids a finitely generated convex set (3.6); p can be chosen in such a hyperplane,

and in the end it may be removed.

3.14. Note that (3.11) applies to skew fields, for they amalgamate. [C]

all k .fp" .
l



4. PROJECTIVE BETWEENNESS SPACES.

The alternating chains argument suggested in (3.5) would show that the model

companions of affine ordered spaces in the language {C 1,B} would have to
n-

contain at least, for some model complete theory of ordered skew fields T*,

(i) Ip n (T*), in 1anguage {Cn- 1 ,S},

(i i) The V3-part of in language {C 1,B},
n-

and the definition of S in terms of B; by that argument, all this is mutually

model consistent with An(T).

4.1. In order to investigate model completeness of this theory, we develop the

representation theory for projective betweenness n-spaces, defined by
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(Cn- 1 only),4.1.1.

4.1.2.

4.1.3.

Desarguean projective n-space axioms

Vxyz C
1xyz

Bxyz v Byzx v Bzxy,

order axioms for B:

Vxy Bxyx -+ x = y, Vxyzu Bxyz A Byzu A Y=1= z -+ Bxyu,

Vxyzu Bxyz A Bxyu A x=l=y -+ Byzu v Byuz,

4.1.4. Pasch, which by 4.1.1. may be written

Vxyzuvw Bxyz A Buvy A C
1wvz

A C
1xwu

-+ Bwvz A Bxwu,

4.1.5. Vxy3z Bxyz A z=l=y (extension axiom).

C1 is an abbreviation if n>2. 4.1.1-4 together with the definition of S from B

(3.3) entai 1 the theory of Desarguean projective n-space in {Cn- 1 ,S}. Verifying

the ordinary V3-form of Pasch ([Szl]A5), one sees that 4.1.1-5 entai 1 the axioms

of WGAn and its Euclidean strengthening WEAn (op. cit.).

4.2. If A is an affine space 0.8), 1= WGAn (even without extension axiom), with

coordinate ring k, then there is a {C
n- 1

,B}-embedding -+ An(K) for some K elemen-

tarily extending k by (3.6). Thus if = is a projective betweenness space, we

may regard as Ipn (k ) endowed wi th a B-relation by the {C
n- 1

,-S}-embeddi ng

Ipn(k) -+ Ipn(K) followed by removal of a hyperplane H, as in (3.1D).

Choosing a set of parameters (O,e,u) in _A, the lines Oe.u. intersect H in
I I

points (1:0:a
i
:O) , aiEK\k. Defining G

j
from a

i
as in (3.10), we have (3.10.iii),

that ... must be left k-linearly indepennp.nt.

However, the extension axiom for requires now that no point in be the

last point in on any 1l ne in Choose a pair of points p,rElpn(k), pI/. k.r

i.e., distinct, S2.y

2: p. (so pE H(e), hyperplane through e),
i>D I
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r = (0 : ... r
i
... ) so rEH(iJ) ,

and some canonical normal isation fixing the ratio Pi :r
i.

Then we parametrize the

1ine pr of in Ipn(K) as

x = p+ (;\-l)r , ;\-1 E Ip1 (K)

with H in particular given by

x. = e. + (a.-1)u.
I I I I

and the 1ine pr intersects H for

1. .. n,

(i)

(i i)

which is defined and not in k by k-linear independence. The extension axiom is

satisfied on pr iff Ipl (k) contains no point closest to ;\-1.

This holds for all pr iff

a i is archimedean, i=1. .. n (3Y1YZEk: 0<Y1<la il<yZ)' and

for any q = (qO: ... :q ) E pn(k),
-1 n

qO+Lqiai is bounded away from 0 by an element of k.

We abbreviate the latter condition as: 1,a
1
... a

n
are strongly left k-linearly

independent. Violation of (i) violates the extension axiom on eiu
i;

given (i),

violation of (ii) for q=p or q=r violates the axiom on pr; conversely, if (i,ij)

hold, and £ E Ipl (k ) is closest to ;\-1, then £ *0,=, and is archimedean,
I I

£-;\-1 (VE>O in kjQ-(;\-l)I<E), so

-1 -1
Q • Lria i - PO-LPj«j

contradicting (ii).
I I· I

4.3. Conversely, let an extension k v K be given, with «l ... anEK satisfying

(4.2. i,ii); define ... an) as Ipn(k) endowed with the B-relation induced

by the maps Ipn(k) obtained from the canonical embedding

I'n(k) Ipn(K) by removal of the hyperplane H determined by a
1
... a

n
as in (4.2).

First (4.2. i l ) guarantees that H misses Ipn(k); then this does make Ipn(k) into

a {C 1,B}-structure. As a {C 1 ,B}-substructure of IAn(K), it satisfies the uni-
n- n-

versal axians (4.1.2-4). P,s argued in (4.z), conditions (i,ii) now guarantee the

extension axiom (4.1.5).

The models of WGA
n

(resp. WGA
n
without extension axiom) are the n-dimensional

open B-convex (resp. n-dimensional B-convex) {C
n- 1

,B}-substructures of suitable

by the initial argument of 4.Z, valid in this general ity, together with the

corresponding result of [Sz l ] for {C 1,S}-embeddings in Ipn(k). So the same
n-

analysis applies to these theories, replacing (4.2i,ii) in the case without ex-

tension axiom by the weaker (3.10. iii)

(i i i)
-1 -1

1,a
1
... a

n
are left-k-linearly independent.



the parameters O,e,n such that BOeiu
j
• Then the 6

may be extended to give (k,K 1".K n), by the 6
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Theorem. let n;;;'Z; k,K ordered skew fields.

(1) The projective betweenness n-spaces are exactly the structures .an)
obtained as above from k-+K,a

1
... a

n
satisfying (4.2. i,ii).

(Z) The models of WGA
n
are exactly the n-dimensional B-convex open substructures

of these.

(3) The models of WGAn without extension axiom are exactly the n-dimensional B-

convex substructures of .an) obtained as above from k-+K, al".Ctn
satisfying (iii).

Parts (1),(2) follow closely the representation theorems [SzZ, Thm. 3.1],

[Szl, Thm. 8]; however, the statements and proofs of these results are incorrect

in that the author substitutes the weaker (i u ) for (4.2. i n , inferring the ex-

tension axiom from (i i i) by the lemma [Sz2. 1.1] that k-rational combinations of

archimedean elements are archimedean. (This fai Is for differences.)

4.4. The representation theorem does not give the type of connection between skew

fields and spaces which al lows transfer of model completeness following §]. Nor

could there be such a connection, for the coordinate rings of projective between-

ness spaces do not form a first-order (EC
6)

class: IR cannot be the coordinate

ring of a projective betweenness space (4.5), but by an alternating chain

n n n n n)JA ( IR) -+ IP ( IR) -+ fA (K1) -+ IP (KI) -+ fA (KZ ...

we obtain a projective betweenness space with coordinate ring an elementary ex-

tens ion of JR.

The point is that projective betweenness spaces are correlated with ordered

skew fields with extra structure; for example, after coordinatisation, the between-

ness relation itself corresponds to some 3n-ary relation BB on the coordinate ring.

This gives a 6 construction of ordered skew fields-with-RB from projective between-

ness spaces such that the of projective coordinatisation makes an 3-definably

inverse pair. (The construction of projective betweenness space from ordered skew

field with R
B
is evident.) Hence the model complete projective betweenness spaces

correspond to the model complete skew fields-with-R
B
satisfying the relevant con-

ditions: the RB-translations of (4.1.Z-4.1.5).

4.5. This seems too compl icated for useful analysis, and so we extract an ad-

ditional axiom from our original goal of characterising model companions of the-

ories fAn(T). In this case, we may replace RB by something simpler, the cuts

K1·· .Kn in k of Ct l ... a n from (4.2).

G
. n
Iven iB' we may choose

coordinate ring construction
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a<K
i

iff Bau
i(1:0:a:O),

where the coordinate term is eliminable in favor of a description in terms of

the formula 1JJ",,' However, in general the structure (K,K
1
... K

n)
does not determine

n
the B relation of

From this definition of K
j
we see that by the extension axiom (4.1.5) the Ki

are k-finite, open cuts: They partition k into two nonempty intervals, both of

which are open ,(Ki,oo). Szczerba points out by this argument that no such

structure has coordinate ring k= lR. If satisfies the model companion of an

An(T), the cuts K. are also Dedekind: their breadth is no greater than (hence,
I

equals) that of the cut at a in k, i.e. {y-x: x<Ki<y} is downward cofinal in

(a,l] of k , (Perhaps any model complete projective betweenness space has all such

B-definable cuts Dedekind?) To see this, consider the alternating chain from mutu-

al model consistency with

( n( ) - -) n( ') n( )... ->- P
B

k. ,a,e,u ->- fA k. ->- P
B

k • 1 ->- ...
- 1 1 - 1+

The images of (a,e,u) in give rise to cuts K
1
... K in k: by (*); but these

1 n 1

cuts simply indicate the position w.r.t. a,e,u of the infinite hyperplane in

pn and hence are not open in But then they must be Dedekind. Taking
1 1

unions of chains,

UPBn(k.)"" pall K. are Dedekind w.r.t. c.s.s.
- 1 1 I

as this statement is V3 and true at each i. By model completeness, the statement

holds of which could have been chosen arbitrarily.

But if the cuts K K
1
...K

n
in k are Dedekind, there is at most one way to make

pn(k) into a projective betweenness space with the K j given by (*). For if there

were two distinct such B relations on pn(k), say

B given by
, ,

in k -+ K I , a. in K. Via 1·· .an 1 I

B' given by " " in K' l , k -+ K'l, " in K. Via 1·· .an
a.

I I

then without loss of generality we may assume that k v K.' is an elementary exten-

sion, and therefore we may obtain a common extension k e-K containing the a: and

the a'.'. But now each -a'.'E K is k-infinitesimal because K. is Dedekind. Consider
I I I I

any 1ine pr of pn(k) as in (4.2). As both (a:)-l and are k-finite
I I I I

nonzero, the parameter difference of the intersection points of H' resp. H" with

pr

(Ie '-1) - (1e"-1) , -1 • -1 -1 " -1 " -1 -1) ) ) )
I 1 1 1 I I 1 I



is k-infinitesimal; but both A'-' and A"-' differ from any value in k by a k-

finite amount by the extension axiom, and so give the same B. Note that this last

argument also shows that if the cuts K
1
... K

n
determined in a projective between-

ness space w.r.t. one set a,e,u of parameters are Dedekind, this wil I hold w.r.t.

any other set a,e',u' as well; thus we can speak of Dedekind projective between-

ness spaces. This condition is expressable as an V3 statement in {Cn- 1 ,B}.
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This argument for uniqueness of projective betweenness spaces over k with

given Dedekind cuts K also shows that for Dedekind projective betweenness spaces

with or without the extension axiom, strong left k-linear independence of 1,a j , .• a n
in K, ...K

n
in K extending k is a property of K, ... K

n
in k; all extensions k-+K

and a i E K equally give dependence or independence in this sense. We say that

1 ,K" .. Kn are k-l inearly independent cuts iff for any (qa:'" :qn) E Ipn(k) the

linear form qa+L:q.x:1 is uniformly bounded away from a in some k-f i n l t e neighbor-
I I

hood of (K1, ... ,Kn)
in kn; more formally iff k satisfies

- +Vqa" .qn -=1= (0 ... 0) 36 3x j <K i <xi <0, i; 1... n ,

- + -1
ViVy.E{x.,x.} qa+L:q.y. is bounded away from zero by 6.I I I I I

n
This condition clearly entails the extension axiom in any structure i B giving

(k,K) which satisfies (4.1.'-4.1.4); if the Ki are all Dedekind it is also necess-

ary for the extension axiom, for if it were to fai 1 for K,qa" .qn' then some ex-

. k K h . ., h h L: -, a d h h i I'tension -+ as a i In K
i,
I; ... n suc t at qa+ qiai ; ,an t en t IS r nea r

form must be k-infinitesimal or zero for any a
1
•• •a

n
in K in any K extending k.

Augment the language of ordered rings by unary predicates for the cuts

K, ... K
n;

we continue to write these as 'x<K
i
'. The theory of Dedekind K-indepen-

dently ordered (skew) fields is the theory of ordered (skew) fields together with

the statements that the K
i
are k-finite open k-linearly independent Dedekind cuts.

By (4.3), projective betweenness spaces are obtained from such (K,K) by expansion

by a suitable relation R
B.

We now see that there is exactly one such expansion of

a Dedekind K-independently ordered skew field, and so by Beth's theorem RB is ex-

pI icitly first-order definable in this theory. The diagram

where (K,K) -+ (K',K') is an extension of Dedekind K-independently ordered skew

fields, then shows that this definition has both an 3 and a V equivalent in this

theory. (The definition could be worked out expl icitly from the formula for the

parameter value A of pr Il H in (4.2), but we won't need l t .) Augmenting the 1:1

interpretation Fn(k) by this definition, we have a 1:1 interpretation con-
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structing Dedekind projective betweenness spaces from Dedekind K-independently

ordered skew fields. This and the 6 interpretation (k,K) of projective coordinate

ring construction augmented by (*) form an 3-definably inverse pair in either

order w.r.t. the appropriate projective (Z.4.Z-3).

For any theory T of ordered (skew) fields, let T
D

= T+ "Dedekind K-indepen-

dently ordered". For any theory T' of Dedekind K-independently ordered skew fields,

let = Th : (k,K) 1= T' l ). By alternating chains between Ipn(T) and

with limits giving projective betweenness spaces over the limit fields,

is mutually model consistent with and for Tl,TZ skew field the-

ories, (T1)D is model consistent with (T)D iff Tl is model consistent with TZ'
Together with the conclusions underl ined above, this gives

Theorem.

1. The Dedekind projective betweenness spaces are exactly those obtained as

from Dedekind K-independently ordered skew fields (k,K).

2. is model complete iff (k,K) is, for any Dedekind K-independently

ordered skew fields (k,K).

3. is the model companion of IAn(T) iff T' is the model companion of TD.
4. If T >-+T* is the Kaiser Hull operator, and T a theory of ordered skew fields,

(T*) D =: (TD) *.

Perhaps equality holds in (4.). In particular, one would con j ec tu re that if

T is the theory of real-closed fields, T
D

is model complete. Orle should also be

able to tell which real-closed fields can be expanded to models of T
D.

Byalter-

nating chains between and this holds at least for any real-closed

field M= which can be obtained as a union of an increasing chain of exten-

sions such that con t a l ns i.e. !:!. has an infinite de-

creasing chain of Archimedean classes. Finally, does one obtain prime models-over

given affine spaces the model companion of (assuming that it

exists) ?

5. DISCUSSION: THE ROLE OF PROJECTIVE CLOSURE.

Justifying our geometrical primitives leads to philosophical questions. Our

remarks below, exceedingly exploratory in character, are intended to set the stage

not for mathematical advance, but for philosophical catching up: The traditional

semantic theory implicit in classical languages and Tarski semantics, which fit so

closely with pure algebra (as in Robinson's work) appears unsuited for an "intrin-

sic" presentation of algebraic geometry (except via the artifice of first-order

set theory).
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An investigation of classical geometries which is so very sensitive to

choices of primitive notions in a formal description as the preceding may seem

surprising, or even somewhat suspect. I surmise that such intuitions rest on the

notion, which goes back to the influence of Klein's "Erlanger Programm", that

geometrical properties are intrinsic and in no way depend on choices of primi

tives or description.

Of course such views, whi Ie illuminating, are not unassailable; limitations

of Klein's automorphism group based classification program have long been under

stood; foundations of geometry include a host of different conceptions, each

illuminating a distinctive realm of geometrical investigation. From the logician's

point of view, one would want to add: (1) definability classification gives posi

tive information, e.g. on constructibi I ity from given primitives, which it is in

the very nature of Klein's method to ignore; (2) experience in model theory, as

in algebra, shows the importance of morphisms between structures. And morphisms

bring out definabil ity distinctions, as was recognized in model theory from the

very beginning, and comes out above most starkly in (3.7): automorphisms of hyper

bol ic planes may be characterisable as coIl inearity automorphisms, but col I inear

ity embeddings lose the metric structure. Just so for affine parallelism structure.

Our particular choice of morphisms hence of primitive notions was made in

order to obtain a formal counterpart to the commonplace intuition of the natural

ness of projective geometry and projective closure  the desirabi I ity of con

sidering projective versions of geometrical objects obtained in other contexts as

a first step in classification and understanding of the original objects. To give

just two random examples: (i) The headings of the motivational sections of [CQ]:

"§2. Real Projective Space the Unifier. §3. Complex Projective Space the Great

Unifier." (ii) From the introduction to l Seq ] : "I shall show how these results

can be completed and given a simple form, when the Galois spaces are considered

from the projective point of view instead of the affine one." (p . 129). A simi lar

phenomenon has long been recognised in the movement to the algebraic closure

(real closure) of fields in (real) algebraic geometry; Robinson developed the

notion of model completion as a formal model for these relationships. In the body

of the paper, we have seen how to formally assimi late projective closure to these

other cases. Now we ask, in a more philosophical and speculative mood, to what

extent these formal features of the situation may be taken to account for the

mathematical usefulness of moving to a projective setting.

5.1. The homogenisation of equations arising in projective closure both X
2+Y2 =

and X2_Y2 = 1 become U2+V2 = W2_ is a process of existential closure (adjoining

solutions) which leads to unification  hyperbolas are circles intersecting the
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1ine at infinity in two points. The further unification in the complex case

alluded to in the headings of [CQ] is simi larly due to adjoining solutions in the

algebraic closure. So this fits rather nicely, but in fact points out an inad

equacy in the concept of model completion: Homogenisation gives unification re

gardless of whether the ground field is model complete. So we would want a con

cept of relative model completion: a closure operation which el iminates additional

quantifier complexity of definable sets contributed by a construction [say An ( . ) ]

regardless of the base field. This is what our arguments show of projective clo

sure.

5.2. What appears to go far deeper is that projective closure, at least to pn(C)

or Ipn( IR), is a compactification. Compactness is a crucial property in the study

of geometric structures by analytic methods. Consideration of examples quickly

shows that the power of the method of compactification in geometric problems does

not lie in compactification per se e.g., in the pointset topological sense

but rather in the choice of a compactification intimately related to the geometric

structures at hand. Indeed, one would expect something 1ike this from a naive

point of view, as study of a compactification (that is, a new structure) appears

unlikely to give information about the original structure unless some mechanism

for transfer of information back to that structure is avai lable. I t is therefore

an interesting logical problem to give a formal description of such compactifi

cations which would illuminate how they function in geometrical reasoning. Here

we consider the correlation between such compactifications and existential clo

sure. Such connections are especially intriguing because existential closure is

a firstorder phenomenon whereas compactness is restricted to topological fields

such as Rand t.

In classical geometry, as considered in the body of the paper, such compacti

fications typically have to do with extending the action of a group which becomes

the automorphism group of the resulting structure. This is brought out very clear

ly in [BQa] §13, first for projective transformations by extension of continuous

bijective colI inearitypreserving maps between affine open regions, and then for

circle geometries of Mobius, Laguerre and lie. (This last, largest group requires

a twosheeted cover of the eucl idean plane circles, ramified in the circles of

radius 0 and one ideal po l nt . ) Another such "classical" example is the conformal

compactification of Minkowski spacetime (e.g., [We], p. 38). Immensely more

subtle are the compactification problems in modern algebraic geometry, such as

those for modul i spaces. The question of what objects (singular curves) to add in

order to obtain a parametric definition of all nonsingular curves of a given type

as a projective variety now becomes very intricate, see [Mul]; [Mu2],p.182.

Again a group action plays a crucial, though somewhat different role in



the construction, in which compactification is eventually achieved as closure to

a projective variety.

The "logical" point is, that in each case, one is extending an algebraic

action of an algebraic group, which from our point of view might be read as:

a group of maps whose graphs are expl icitly definable on the geometrical space by

a formula with parameters. This is at least clear in the case of An + lpn, where

we can coordinatise expl icitly by and obtain a 6 definition with parameters

giving the graph of all projective transformations. It follows that points wit

out image or preimage satisfy a universal formula, and adding ideal points to

function as such images or preimages is an obvious case of existential closure.

So far, it remains mysterious, (a) how to deal with multiplysheeted coverings

instead of simple adjunctions of points, (b) what to say about definabil ity on

nontrivial algebraic varieties (e.g. modul i spaces) where no intrinsic primitives

are in evidence. We return to the last point in (6.4); but one is at least tempted

to speculate at this point that something akin to existential closure is involved

in these compactifications, and that some kind of definability control from below,

as in construction of a prime model over a given model, plays a role in the

transferability of information about the compactification to the original struc

ture.

5.3. The algebraic geometers in fact have an algebraic (as opposed to topological)

analysis of the effect of "p ro j ec t l ve closure" of varieties. Just as the Hausdorff

property of varieties over t is analogous to the condition that the diagonal

map

be closed in the Zariski topology (where closed sets are solution sets of poly

nomial systems, at least locally), compactness has an algebraic analogue: V is

complete iff any projection map

VX W + W

is closed (w.r.t. the Zariski topology). Now compactification may be compared with

suitable conservative embedding in a complete variety; as all projective varieties

are complete, projective closure wi I I constitute such an embedding. Catch: once

we have an embedding as a suitably definable (quasi projective) subset of some
Ipn.

From a logical point of view, it is not clear how to evaluate this. The al

gebraic character of the notion of completeness leads one to suspect it is close

to firstorder. Indeed, the proof of completeness of projective varieties recently

given by Van den Dries [VdD] makes expl icit that a logical property is involved,

325
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namely a positive quantifier el imination - but in a language based of field

primitives rather than geometric primitives. Also, the Lie geometry example (or

Mumford's observation, that well-behaved modul i spaces can only be obtained for

"polarised" abelian varieties, [Mu2] p , 97) suggests that a general model theore-

tic understanding of projective closure requires a more structured relationship

than simple embedding, e.g., capturing a notion of many-sheeted coverings extend-

ing a given definable group action .

. 4. This brings us back to the original conceptual problems of this discussion

-the choice of geometrical primitive notions. In the context of algebraic geo-

metry, which is certainly an interesting and most important one, this problem

appears quite intractable in traditional model theoretic terms, if one is serious

about geometrical notions. In part, the difficulty seems parallel to one encoun-

tered in phi losophy of physics. For on the one hand, the geometers appear con-

vinced that they are deal ing and must deal with intrinsically and inherently geo-

metrical notions- just as the physicist must be taken to be studying an intrinsi-

cally physical world ultimately independent of mathematical objects, mathematical

quantities and functions. On the other hand, just as the physicist has no other

formulation of his theory except in terms of such mathematical objects, the alge-

braic geometer actually studies objects defined in terms of polynomial rings over

fields and entities derived from these. To avoid making assertions which depend

on these geometrically non-intrinsic objects, or specific embeddings of varieties

in an ambient space such as An(k), pn(k) one studies equivalence classes of

varieties under some notion of isomorphism (birational equivalence, proper bi-

rational equivalence) and attempts to discover structural invariants w.r.t. the

equivalence relation. This contrasts sharply with the simple cases of classical

geometries dealt with in earl ier sections, where the intrinsic geometrical struc-

ture is spel led out in advance by the explicit choice of primitives.

This raises the critical question -just as for physics- whether the intuit-

ion that one is studying intrinsic geometric objects which are independent of

representation used to study them can be fully justified. A simple-minded (but

ambitious) way to tackle this is to try to spel lout intrinsic geometrical primi-

tives on specific varieties just as for An and pn (which after al I are just

the most trivial algebraic varieties.) This is not to be confused with defining

a given variety V in pn in the language of fn -this is simple, we just trans-

late the algebraic definition of V back via the coordinate ring interpretation;

but gives us V as embedded in pn, which fixes quantities such as the degree of

homogeneous defining polynomials, which are not intrinsic geometric structure

(birationally invariant) of V.

Given a variety V of dimension n:;;"2, let US say a surface, taken as a point
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set in some we now look for some primitive geometrical relations on V.

Experience in algebraic geometry seems to suggest that we should look at curves

on V; perhaps select one or more algebraic fami lies and look at their inter

section behavior. Thus one would start with primitives such as

RixO"'X : Xo 1ies on the curve determined by its points xl ... xn. n.
I (among the ith fami Iy of curves) I

This gives us one or more incidence relations. We would I ike to recover the base

field k from this (provided that V contains enough points over k), and some sort

of coordinatisation isomorphism. It is not clear how one should accompl ish these

things, as the intersection behavior of our fami 1ies of curves could be quite com

pl icated. Presumably, one might need add i t i ona l primitives? Nor is it clear how

the famil ies of curves should be selected in the fi rst place, and to what extent

this could be done uniformly for different V. In higher dimensions, one would ex

pect to look at families of subvarieties of codimension 1; rather more campI icated

behavior is to be anticipated.

Regardless of the outcome of such attempts they do not seem altogether with

out hope one may have one's doubts about the semantic analysis of the objects of

algebraic geometry provided thereby. The modern language of schemes reflects, via

the mechanism of base change, a view of geometrical objects as functors rather

than solution sets of equations over fields, much as one might view projective geo

metry as the construction Ip n of (2.3) rather than or even all Ipn(k} to

gether with their embeddings. The difference hardly comes out as long as one is

interested in a single fixed rich base field such as IR or t, as in classical al

gebraic geometry.

One difference between the conceptions becomes visible when one considers our

embeddings + An(K): this makes perfect sense to a classical model theorist,

but looks very strange to an algebraic geometer. If varieties such as Ipn and /An

are functors, and embeddings relations between functors, then embeddings wi 1I mean:

of varieties over the same base field, uniformly depending on that base field. As

Jan Denef pointed out, there are "intrinsic geometric reasons" why one could not

have an embedding + IAn: Over An, there is a large ring of regular functions,

whereas over there are very few. If we had an embedding functorial and al

ways over the same base field; but this is automatically understood the regular

functions would restrict. Contradiction.

5.5. In summary, we seem to have at least the following difficulties. (i) While

the formalism of modern algebraic geometry is perfectly clear mathematically, we

do not see how to design a welladapted "logic" (language, with accompanying

semantic theory) which would give a descriptively close fit with the mathematical
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concepts in question--unless, again, indirectly via formalisation in some general

framework such as set theory. And if we are really forced to modify our semantic

conceptions, the philosopher (!) wants to understand the nature of the change, and

what has forced it. Why must even innovative attempts to use Tarski semantics,

say with unobvious but seometrici'llly intrinsio primitives, break down in describing

modern algebraic geometry? Here the philosopher seeks his own, critical, under-

standing of what the geometer has grasped. (ii) To what extent does the formal

notion of model completion capture what is important in general about moving to

projective settings?

As I hope the above will have brought out, these questions have significant

mathematical components (though the necessary definitions are unavailable). Their

motivation is largely non-mathematical.
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ADDENDA

[SST] W. Schwabhauser, W. Szmielew, A. Tarski, Metamathematische Methoden in der

Geometrie. Springer, 1983.

It is consistent with the description in Zentralblatt that Sperner's early work

[SP] already contains results on general affine coordinatisation, for which we

have referred to CST]. We have not been able to consult [SP].


